An R&D data revolution.
Our API ecosystem provides direct access to the Citeline data universe, enabling faster data integration in the applications you use to make strategic decisions and opening up analytics opportunities to meet the challenges of clinical trial development, competitive intelligence and global feasibility.

What is an API?

The various uses and ways to deliver information via APIs
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How Pharma Intelligence APIs and Custom Informatics can work for you

Key Benefits

- Fast: rapid integration of our data into your systems using standardized terms and identifiers
- Flexible: easily consume our data across multiple solutions
- Informative: get the right data to inform your strategic decisions
- Collaborative: reduce time spent collating data and provide access across different groups
- Innovative: allows you to create visual dashboards, develop AI solutions and so much more!

Features

- Real-time delivery
- Dynamic feeds
- Robust searching
- Curated ontologies
- High performance

INTEGRATION: Ontologies and Vocabularies
CONSUME: Our API Services
ANALYTICS: Custom Visual Analytics
ENRICHMENT: Natural Language Processing and Smart Content